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The Walkerville area consists of two small settlements on the coastline, Walkerville South and Walkerville North and
Promontory Views estate situation above the coastline. Walkerville Foreshore Reserve Committee of Management
Inc. is responsible for the management of approximately 3.3km of coastal reserve along Waratah Bay, abutting Cape
Liptrap Coastal Park. It is situated approximately 2.5 hours drive from Melbourne and considerably closer to
Melbourne’s rapidly expanding south eastern corridor.
The reserve is a very narrow strip of land with steep, unstable cliffs next to the beach. There is only one road in and
out. The area is rated as high fire risk. It is renowned for its geomorphology, flora and fauna. South Walkerville has a
heritage overlay. The natural beauty of the area, particularly views of Wilsons Promontory has made it an attractive
location for holiday homes, day visitors and campers. There is no commercial development in the area.
The Shire of South Gippsland has described the Walkerville area as a coastal village and has placed limits around any
future development due to the fragile natural environment, isolation and lack of facilities.
Over the past decade the population growth of Melbourne and surrounding areas as placed inordinate pressure on
Walkerville. During the summer season both Walkerville South and North beaches, which are limited in size are full
beyond capacity. The Foreshore Committee acknowledges this challenge and in 2018 undertook a Mater Plan for
Walkerville North. The process involved addressing a wide range of issues related to the protection and
enhancement of the coastal landscape while improving visitor access, parking, pedestrian safety and facility needs
across the site. This plan is in the process of being implemented, but the fundamental issue still remains, lack of
access to the coastline.
To the west from Venus Bay to Walkerville South, approximately 25km there is no beach access apart from Bear
Gully camping ground. The next beach access to the east is Waratah Bay, approximately 20km. Walkerville has
become ‘a funnel’ for people wishing to access the beach or launch a boat and as a result the natural environment is
under considerable pressure.
The solution to the issue would be to provide additional access points to the beautiful coastline. To preserve the
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beauty of Cape Liptrap Coastal Park they would need to be by foot or bikes only, sensitive to the environment and
not over developed with large car parks or major boat launching facilities. To seperate pedestrians and vehicles any
boat launching needs to be away from family beaches. A suggestion could be to provide a walking track to the beach
in front of Prom Views estate. The residents presently drive to either Walkerville South or Walkerville North
beaches. Also the Five Mile Road in between Venus Bay and Walkerville could be re opened to a long stretch of
beach.
These projects could be initiated by the State Government and would be excellent COVID 19 recovery project, and
greatly appreciated by the population at large.
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